A palm-sized toolbox perfect for
all outdoor activities

HANDY UNIVERSAL STAINLESS STEEL STRONG
Deck plate key features and the most popular metric
and standard hex wrench sizes make it ideal for boating
and fishing. This is a serious tool with an attitude for
serious outdoor use.

Fishing
Boating
Sailing
Hiking
Biking

Tailgating
Climbing
Camping
RV
Glovebox

Fits all these
deck plate caps

Unit weight
2.8 oz. / 80 g

ACTUAL SIZE
2.75 × 4.48"
(7.0 × 11.4 cm)

DAVIS #382
$13.99 list
Price effective
January 1, 2018

UPC single unit #011698012718
Standard pack 24
Packaged unit 4 × 6 × .25”
(102 × 152 × 6 mm)

#382
HANDY UNIVERSAL STAINLESS STEEL STRONG

Deck Plate Key

Un-Snap Canvas Snaps

Fits most caps:
water, fuel, waste

Snap Canvas Snaps

Handling button snaps made easy, especially
on shrunken canvas or corroded snaps

Zipper Puller

Cutting Tool

Tames stiff, sticky or
oxidized zippers

Fishing line, paracord, webbing,
cardboard boxes, emergency use

Hex Wrench

Screwdrivers

Scraper

Pin Shackle Key

Bottle Opener

Popular sizes: 5/16, 3/8,
7/16, and 1/2 inch—plus
8 mm, 10 mm and 13 mm

Both Phillips and slot

Removes labels, tape,
dry paint

Tightens or loosens pins on
most galvanized anchor shackles
and stainless steel pin shackles

Enough said!

FAQ’s

Explain the button snap feature.
Canvas shrinks, snaps corrode and cold
fingers don’t always grip button snaps
well. Button snaps often times don’t quite
line up like they used to when the canvas
was new. One of the button snap tools is
designed to grip-n-pull button snaps; the
other is designed to pry them apart.
Explain the zipper pull feature.
Cold fingers don’t always grip zipper pulls
well. Zipper slides get harder to pull with
age and almost impossible to pull when

the little tab breaks off. The zipper pull
feature gives you an extra edge to conquering zippers on canvas, and allows for
the operation of broken zipper pulls.
Is this a powerboat product?
Yes and no. It’s a tool for ALL outdoor
markets. This tool fits into MANY more
markets and activities than the original
Davis Universal Deck plate Key.
Can the line cutter be re-sharpened?
Yes. Simply run a file over the backside of
the cutting edge.

Winner of Fisheries Supply InNEWvation awards
handed out at Pacific Marine Expo. Winner in
Maintenance category and Grand Prize Winner overall.

Is it still a deck plate key?
www.davisinstruments.com
Yes. This key still opens most, if not all
deck plate caps made today and yesterday.
How strong is the Snap Tool Multi-Key?
We have bent and tested all the deck plate
keys we can find and ours is still #1. It is
made of hardened 304 stainless steel. It is
stronger and thicker than all of the other
deck plate keys on the market.
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